
What is it ?
Magic sculpt is a clay like 2 part EPOXIE. It comes in two slightly different colors,
so when mixing together once you have obtained a consistant one color it is 
ready to use. Once mixed you have from 1-1.5 hours to complete the job.
It must be completly mixed, or you will obtain soft spots that will not harden.    

Where To Get The Product
There are different places to purchase this product, TAP PLASTIC, WASCO TAXIDERMY
www.taxidermy.com this is where I get mine.  
Does It Work In All Scales

Yes it does, the smaller your scale the smaller your modeling will be. 
I use it in G scale

What will it adhere to
 The list of what it won't stick to will be shorter. Powder, and wax paper, It will adhere 

to almost anything and everthing. 
How about your Skin

Use warm soapy water to remove it from your skin before it cures, If I am working
with it for several hours, I will wash my hands several times. It will not all clean off
your hands the first time, by the second day it will almost be all gone.
Does the weather effect it
After it has cured the weather will not effect it, Sun is the hardest element of model
structures, it has no effect on Magic Sculpt. Before you mix it together, storing it
where it is cold will make the mixing process difficult. A few seconds in the microwave
(recomended by the Mfg)will do wonders. 
Shelf Life

 Not sure I have had some over 3 years in the bucket, still good. The resin turned a 
little different color. 
Odor
Until it cures it has a fairly strong odor, none after it cures
Cost
It cost 28.00 dollars for 5 lbs, 2.5 lbs of each. 98.00 dollars for 20 lbs, that is how I 
purchase mine
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How thick is it applied
When doing stone walls I will place it from 1/16-1/8" thick, because stone is
never smooth and even. Brick walls I will make it 1/16th or less thick. Some
extended stones will be a little thicker. Does thick applications cure slower?
No, it cures chemically because of the two mixtures. Will it shrink when curing? No, it 
is very stable. Will it shrink and expand? Yes, It must it is a type of plastic. I have had 
structures outside for 3 years and can not see any cracks or failures in the Magic 
sculpt.
Jack Verducci Master model railroader has used it outside now for 25 years, with no 
failures.
is it machineable?
Yes the one tool I have use the most with it, is my small wood lathe, regular lathe chisels.
I turned down a dust collector cyclone out of styrofoam, placed a layer of MS on it let
it dry turned it down again for great results

Most Used Tools
Putty knives and either butter or HEAVY DUTY plastic knives shaped by sander. Putty
knives are used to smooth out place around windows. Different widths are helpful,
will get into tight areas. Small wire brush, foam brush for adding water, tin foil for
adding texturing. 
How Big An AreaTo Cover At One Time

First time you work with Magic Sculpt, stick with an area of around 1/2 square foot, if
you are making stone. The video I have made will really help you in detail how to do
many different tecniques. With years of experience I usuall go for around 1 sqft. in 
stone. It is so easy to add on undetectable, start off small and add on. When setting 
up for a spice in stone, I will create the stone edge at the edge of the MS.
Painting
I use only acrylic paints from a hobby store, cheap and easy, The good thing if you
screw up, just paint over and over till you like it. I start out with a thin black or dark
brown to create the shadow effect in the tin foil textures and the wire brush pin
holes. Then apply the desired finish color very lightly mostly with a dry brush
technique, to prevent from covering up the black in the crevasses. Then apply the
desired lighter and darker colors to the few stones or brick so they really stand out. 
Sealer Coat

A sealer coat is not needed to protect the magic sculpt, it will help the paint from 
fading. On my buildings I have had out side for 3 years, the fading has been so slight
I have not noticed it, but I am sure they have some.  
Video

I have made an instructional video covering most all the techniques I use. It is 2.5 
hours long, showing close up shots of how to do Modeling with Magic Sculpt. 25.00 
dollars  includes the postage.
 If you have any questions email me at denray4046@yahoo.com
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A After mixing the Resin and the Hardener place a coat of 1/16-1/8" thick if you are planning 
  on using the stone affect, You do not want it to be level and flat, With brick flat is desired.
B. Placing stone on plexiglass arched Bridge, notice the raised stone, small pieces layed on top
    of the previous layed layer. 
C. Close up of the textured stone, using tin foil and the holes from a small brass or steel brush.

D.  Close up of the arched stones on the top of the arch of the bridge.   

 

E.  Close up uf the cut stone on the bridge

F. The inside of the arch and cut stone side
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G-H-I-J-K-L-M Shows how the two logs were added

 using 1" copper tubing as the base, the Magic Sculpt
is used to secure the tubing to the structure.
D shows how limbs are added to the logs to hold up
the Arched Stones.  

L-M shows how to start the painting, I prefer the darker
colors at first, this gives a darker color in all the deeper
crevices, then the lighter colors to be added after words.

B-C-D-E Shows flooring made out of magic sculpt, it
makes a great flooring, with never a fear of it releasing
of rotting.
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N & O shows the different colors used on the
stone that really sets it off. Both pictures
shows the incertion of brick in the stone to
represent where stone has fallen out and
replaced with brick.  
N & P shows where the stone stops and the

   
siding starts.
P shows a brick chimney, the magic sculpt
was added to a 3/4" square tube.
The Cyclone on the dust tank was a piece
of extruded foam turned on a small wood
lathe and then covered with magic sculpt
and returned on the lathe and painted.
Q shows how the MS was placed and then
smoothed out with a wide putty knife and
strips of styrene to represent board and
batt siding. Wood grain and nail holes added
before it drys.
R shows a wooden floor with wood grain and
nail holes, will never rot
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S shows the wooden floor painted, again
use a thin black paint first, this will give the
crevices a shadow color, then highlight
with lighter colors. With this method the
grain and nail holes will be highlighted and
made very visable. Not real visable but on
the left is a retainer wall made to look like
Railroad ties leaning at an angle. 

T- Shows how Magic Sculpt used to look
like a concrete floor. Place down and 
smooth out flat with a wide putty knife.
Then score to represent expansion lines
put a few small lines to represent cracks.
Lightly texture with tin foil and then paint.
 

U

U- shows a couple brick walls
again layed down and smoothed
flat with a wide putty knife.
Be sure to keep moist with water
while you are smoothing out.
This particular building was 
painted, let dry. Then with a awl
and a straight edge, the motar
lines were scratched in through
the paint leaving the raw MS
visable.

V 

 V is the picture of the tools I use
Several putty knives and a couple
butter knives used to create the
joints between the stones.
Plastic knife next to the wire brush
is a good item for the joints.
I shaped the butter and the plastic
knives with a sander.
Tin Foil above the putty  knife on the
left is used to create most of all the
details in the stones and trees.
A foam brush to place water on the
Magic Sculpt which makes it much
easier to work with. 
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